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This guide is to be used to help

identify and improve 15 critical areas

of your landing and or website

pages.  Every page in your website

should have a specific reason for

being there and perform a function. 

 In this guide you will show how to

evaluate these pages, eleviate visitor

anxiety and convince them to

convert.  This check list is split into 7

main areas

HOW WOULD YOUR LANDING PAGE
SCORE?



Understanding
Selling on or off line can be tricky.  The trick here is finding out what

they want - not what you are selling.  A person wanting to lose weight

is not looking for weight loss products they are looking for the benefit

it provides - eg to lose weight.  They not only want to lose weight they

want to feel great and healthy.  This in turn will lead to more

confidence.  So as you can see they are also looking for the rewards

that comes from the product or service you are selling.

 

As you can see there are a number of factors associated with how you

present this in your own business.  First you have to consider how you

present this to your customer, Ask the question "What does my

customer want and what results are they looking to achieve? 

 Remember when writing your copy you must include good keywords

so the search engines understand what you are selling also.

 



EMOTIONAL DRIVE

Do you clearly understand how users want to

feel after seeing success with your offer?

STRUGGLE MOMENTS

Do you clearly understand what situational

triggers led users to sign up?

 UNDERSTANDING

 

OBJECTION HANDLING

Do you clearly understand which emotions

drove users to sign up?

DESIRED OUTCOMES

Do you clearly understand the desired outcome

that the user is trying to achieve?

DESIRED EMOTIONS

Do you clearly understand how users want to

feel after seeing success with your offer?

PERCEIVED VALUE

Do you clearly understand how the user

envisions life after getting your offer?

OBJECTION HANDLING

Do you clearly understand any dealbreakers,

uncertainties, fears, and doubts from the user's

POV?

UNIQUE ADVANTAGE

Do you clearly understand what separates your

offer from others from the user's POV?



Offer
No matter where your client are coming from, as many as 73% will not

be ready to be sold to.  Even if the pool is half ready the odds are

against you.  

 

Leads need to be nutured, companies who nurture their leads see

450% increase in qualified prospects.  Offers need to be good at not

only enticing prospects to convert immediatly but also nuture those

that are not ready right now.  Once they have landed on your page you

need to ensure that the copy and design do the heavy lifting but you

need to encourage connection that will last so you can nuture those

leads into the future.



REALITY-CHECK

Bold claims are immediately backed up by

evidence and not pure hype.

80/20 RULE

80% of readers will only look at 20% of the page,

so the entire offer must be presented there.

OFFER

FRONTLOADED VALUE

Three value-packed bullet-points right below

the main header.

VSL OPTIMISATION

If there's a video sales letter, it's set to autoplay

and has fast-forward disabled.

CLARITY

Clear and concise headline and subheader

that answers "what is it?" and "what's in it for

me?"

CONTEXTUAL RELEVANCE

Articulation of the offer is personalized for a

single specific target buyer persona.

COHESIVE WHOLE

Design of the landing page is consistent with

the referring source.

VISUALIZATION

The deliverable is depicted with imagery or

video.



Forms

So how do you genereate leads?  By placing high converting lead

generation forms on landing pages.  From there you can begin to

nuture the leads.  Companies that nuture leads get 50% more sales

ready leads at 33% lower cost, according to sales force.

 

http://www.slideshare.net/Salesforce/20-incredible-marketing-automation-stats?related=1


FORM
VISIBLE FORM

Form and/or CTA is immediately visible above

the fold.

MULTIPLE OVERT CTAS

Visible, action-focused, stands out, reiterated

throughout the page, and descriptive.

COMPELLING FORM HEADER

Tightly-written headline and bullet points.

CTA RELEVANCE

CTA buttons reflect the appropriate stages of

the buying journey.

FINAL CTA LEAD-IN

At the footer, the copy should directly lead to a

CTA with contextual wording.



Trust
Want to increase sales, revenue, customer lloyalty?  Are you doing PPC

running a lot of social media marketing campaigns?  All of this is good

but there is one less common way that not many people think about

that can help reach this goal and that is by building a trust worthy

website.  

 

Building trust falls into two categories reputation and security.  See

how you can increase trust in your products or services

 



CONTACT INFO

Reveal social network handle(s), address, map,

phone number to increase trust.

CHAT WIDGET

Includes a chat widget for any potential

questions.

TRUST

HUMAN-CENTRIC

Includes a human element above the fold.

IMPECCABLE COPY

Copy is easy to read, relevant, 100% free of

errors, and has no broken links.

POLISH

Layout is smooth, fonts are consistent, images

are authentic, page flow is intuitive.

TESTIMONIALS

Testimonials include name, photo, title, and

business affiliation.

TRUST ICONS

Trust icons are above the fold and at the footer.

PRIVACY POLICY

Includes a privacy policy near the CTA.

EMAIL REASSURANCE

Includes an open invitation to ask questions via

email if they still have any reservations (at

footer)



Layout

Data from your existing website (See CRO)

Understand your competitors most visited pages  and social

posts(talk to us) and sales funnels.

Understanding the offers and marketing you will be sending to this

page.

Layout is one of the most important features of a website.  Before you

approach a new website or landing page first you should understand

the following

 

1.

2.

3.

 

Why?

 

This will help us understand what to put where, what is resonating

with your customer base and how to get the most out of your page.

 



SKIMMABLE CONTENT

Includes enough large sub-headers to be

skimmable at a glance.

APPROPRIATE SCOPE

Length of landing page is appropriate for the

offer.

LAYOUT

MOBILE-RESPONSIVE

Does it look as good on mobile as it does on

desktop?

VISUAL CUES

Page and design guide the eye to relevant

sections.

WHITE SPACE

Design elements and copy do not feel cramped

or cluttered.

SUPPORTING IMAGERY

Supporting images do not compete for

dominance with CTA.

CONTRAST

Includes enough contrast between page

elements.



Conversions

Achieving conversions is a matter of trial and error.  However there are

many things we can do that we know will improve your conversion

rates on a limited budget.  Download our guide CRO to get more

information on this topic and check out our checklist for what to look

out for on the next page.



CURIOSITY-PROVOKING

Highlights at least two high-curiosity factor

"branded" line items.

REASSURANCE

Add a reassuring line of copy next to the form

field and/or CTA button.

LAYOUT

EXIT-INTENT POPUP

If the user views the page for 'n' seconds and

does NOT sign up, engage in a downsell.

URGENCY

Includes two elements of urgency (limited

offer, countdown timer, seasonal, etc.)

CUSTOMER-CENTRIC

Include multiple uses of the word "you" in the

copy.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Highlights competitive advantage to

preemptively handle objections.

VALUE-ORIENTED

Highlights a potential money amount or time-

saving factor in the copy.

LIST OF BENEFITS

Contains a clear list of benefits, broken down

into bullet points.

HYPER-FOCUS

Does not contain anything that distracts from

the #1 goal of the page.



Need Help?

Get in touch


